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Living Life Like It's Golden is a book about womanhood and how to survive turning 40 when you have
made no plans in doing so. D. L. And where do I go from right here? Jordan provides answers to one of
the very most painful questions ladies ask themselves: Where did the time go?
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Dare to be Renewed! Chrislanene Isallthat36 moments ago · EditedSo many emotions have enveloped my
brain and I am the first to say I wasn't sure what to expect when We ordered my dear Sister's Dionne DL
Jordan Dark brown book, but let let me say I was pleasantly surprised. Happy writing my gorgeous sister
and friend. While scanning this publication I felt as though I was having a personal conversation with
Dionne, and I would catch myself stating YES!, that's just how Personally i think or have felt.. She has
validated for me several affirmations I've made for myself, and really my latter years will be the BEST
years of my entire life! I want to also say acquired I'd not known the writer I'd feel the same way.! Jordan
shares in a manner that you can connect with her experiences in existence, and use her encounters to
make adjustments in your own life. Compelling and Inspiring - essential go through! I am so really
blessed to have my elementary school friend in my life today doing remarkable items. Jordan for creating
a signifying, engaging trip through your terms and sharing your center in reminding us that our latter
years will be better our former. An absolute must have for all women! very much because I sensed like I
was communicating with the author over a delicious cup of coffee. I must say the original driver behind
my purchase of this book may be the author being a childhood friend. After reading the publication on
my flight to Kansas, MO I must state it would have already been MY LOSS acquired I chosen not to
purchase. Dionne's candid sharing of her personal experience with aging and emotions of inadequacy
resonated for me with every convert of the page. She shared feelings and views so most of us women
encounter at the pinnacle of turning 30 and 40 but neglect to screen her courage when it comes to
relaying those fears with those closest to us. The evolution of woman to girl was layed bare and made me
want to jump for joy like the cover web page by books end. Dionne I salute you my sister on your
personal growth and want you only continued success and many blessings going forward! In a nutshell
people, BUY THIS BOOK AND BROADEN YOUR HORIZONS!!! Reading it empowered me to look deep
within Me personally as I answered the queries in the book. Proud Supporter..!The Blessings of this book
are continuous! Recommend it! It is a book that may keep on providing and feeding into your life. In case
you are in a location in lifestyle where you will need encouragement, assistance, assurance and tangible
techniques to find yourself in action, this publication is crucial read for you personally. D. An inspiring go
through of wish, renewal and healing for women who've met pain, heartache and modification.Shine
bright Celebrity! I really like the chapter titled "I Am More Than a Conqueror" . We have to see beyond
who we are in the mirror and know that we were intended to do more and be more. Thank you D.L. She
solidified my thoughts respecting my life as a female, daughter, sister, and mom. The best is however to
arrive for you as well. I am so proud of you and nothing but achievement is on your own path.L. Living
REAL LIFE it's Golden: The Latter Years of My Life Shall Be the BEST Years of My Life is truly a
wonderful read for taking the first next step on the road to renewing your wish and faith in your life. I
enjoyed scanning this book soooo! From God to the center of D.. It was certainly inspiring &!through
reading and understanding.. Many thanks D.L. empowering to read. She is a heroine for us all and I am
blessed to contact her friend. I love you and I am in anticipation for another book. I invite each of my
friends in the over 30 golf club to learn this book not merely because its inspiring and motivating, but
since it will actually transform you and your aspects of thinking. A MUST READ This was an amazing
experience .. We were sharing our very different, yet emotionally identical and draining, encounters.
Dionne is the kind of woman most of us know, all of us want, and all of us inspire to emulate.&.
understand self acceptance and joy. Her courage is definitely both intoxicating and contagious. Heartfelt
and accurate life knowledge spoken from the center. But, finishing that cup of coffee feeling so
encouraged and faithful that I could move forward with all that I desire to do and have and be
successful.great nuggets throughout this reading experience. I came away with a new sense of my well
worth as a female and with a yearning to want to be my very best!! Reading it empowered me to look
Once I began to read this publication, I didn't put it down until it had been finished.!& Jordan for your



courage, faith and knowledge of having a damaged-center. I came apart with a fresh sense of my worth as
a woman and with a yearning to want to be my most effective!!! Once I completed reading living life like
it's golden, I experienced refreshed &this book allowed me to look deeply at myself.L....I would
recommend that every lady read this excellent book....I warranty you won't be disappointed!!!! D.L.
Jordan's moving and inspiring publication "Living Life Like It's Golden" reminds us all of the power we
have within us. Unflinching and fearless, she bares her soul to her readers' page after page laying out her
feelings of personal inadequacy and insecurities, most of us as women have experienced time or another..
Great publication that I think all should read . She actually is the strongest, sharpest, savviest sister/best
friend I am honored to have got in my own life. You have basically and so eloquently put into words the
start, middle and present place in a woman's lifestyle and given her the push to go on and never quit. I
RECOMMEND THIS Publication TO ALL OR ANY WOMEN. IT WILL MOTIVATE YOU TO HELP
MAKE THE LATTER YEARS OF YOUR LIFETIME THE Ideal YEARS OF YOUR LIFETIME. Inspiring
Great book, very uplifting, and inspiring..! accomplished of my fresh gained knowledge. Jordan!!. The
blessing that "Living Life Like It's Golden" is and you will be to anyone that reads it, will be continuous.!
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